
St. Mary High School

Family and Consumer Management

Grade 9

CONTENT- TERM 1 WEEK OBJECTIVES TASK/ASSIGNMENT DUE DATE
Introduction to the NSC
Expectations of student and teacher
What is a Portfolio?

1

Sept.

1. To gain an understanding of the new curriculum

The Design Process 2 1. Define the design process
2. Define the design brief
3. differentiate between design
4. Explain each stage of the closed brief and the open brief

Use the design brief to solve a problem
HomeWork: Research the steps in the Fashion
Design Process

Week 3

Fashion Design Process
Fashion Sketching

3 1. Explain each process In the Fashion design process
2. Develop skill in sketching a female/male croquis

Sketching the female/male figure
HomeWork (graded): Find the meaning of terms
associated with fashion. Term to be given by
teacher

Week 4

Fashion Sketching continued 4 1. Develop skills in sketching garment design using the
croquis

Quiz on Fashion terms and design brief.
Complete sketches
HomeWork: Figure type research
In groups, prepare a presentation on Fashion Poses Week 5

Fashion Poses
Figure Types in Fashion Design

5

Oct.

1. Explain the importance of fashion poses

2. Identify figure types in fashion designing

Presentation and demonstration of fashion poses

Present multimedia presentation on Figure Types
and appropriate garments to wear.

Week 5

Body Measurements 6 1. Identify parts of body to be measured for making a skirt or
shorts.
2. Take and record body measurements

In groups of 2, take and record body measurements
accurately.

Week 6



CONTENT WEEK OBJECTIVES TASK/ASSIGNMENT DUE DATE
Revision &Test 7 1. Answer test questions on topics covered with 80 %

accuracy
Test Week 7

Basic Pattern Drafting -Terms, tools,
equipment

8 1. Understand the principles of basic flat pattern drafting
2. Identify terms, tools and equipment Start drafting a skirt/shorts pattern

Basic Pattern Drafting - Drafting a
skirt/shorts pattern

9
Nov

1. Understand the principles of basic flat pattern drafting
2. Identify and explain pattern markings

Draft a skirt/shorts pattern
HomeWork: Picture of the sewing machine
identifying the parts and state the functions Week 10

The Sewing Machine - Parts &
Functions

10 1. List the parts of the sewing machine
2. State the functions of each named part

Quiz – Pattern Drafting Week 10

The Sewing Machine – Threading and
Using the Sewing Machine

11 1. Describe and demonstrate procedures for operation of
the machine – filling the bobbin, threading the machine

Operate the Sewing Machine
Crossword Puzzle to identify the parts and function
Construct samples of various machine stitches.
Mount the samples in portfolio

Week 11

Week 12

Fashion Show 12 1. Plan, organize and implement a fashion show Implement a fashion show Week 12

Revision & Test 13 1. Answer test questions on topics covered as at week 8 with
80% accuracy

Test Week 13

Week, Activities and Due dates are subjected to change without prior notice.



CONTENT- TERM 2 WEEK OBJECTIVES TASK/ASSIGNMENT DUE DATE
Pastry Making 1-3

January

1. define terms associated with pastry making
2. identify the types of pastries.
3. outline the ingredients and proportions for making

each type of pastry.
4. explain the Guideline for making short crust pastry.
5. discuss the common faults that occur when making

the different types of pastry.

1. Quiz
2. Pastry practical
3. Create a recipe book with at least five pastry
recipes

Week 2
Week 3

Week 3

Cake Making 4-5

Feb

1. List the various methods of cake making
2. Discuss the importance of the main ingredients used

in cake making
3. Explain the procedures for preventing common faults

in cake making
4. Describe the general rules to follow when making

cakes using the creaming method

1. Work sheet/Crossword Puzzle
2. Collect five cake recipes and add to the recipe
book
3. Cake practical

Week 5

Week 6

Week 6

Cake decorating 6

Feb

1. Identify the tools and equipment used in cake
decorating

2. Explain the types of cake decorations
3. Demonstrate the procedures for making and

applying a cake decoration

1. Watch videos showing how to decorate cakes
using simple cake decorating techniques

2. Collect five recipes of cake decoration and add to
recipe booklet

Week 7

Revision and test 7 1. Answer test questions on topics covered with 80 %
accuracy

1. Test Week 7

Food Preservation 8 & 9

Mar

1. define terms used in food preservation
2. State reasons for preserving foods
3. Discuss the principle on which methods of food

preservation are based
4. list the various methods of preserving food

1. Collect pictures and recipes of foods showing the
different method of preservation and add to recipe
booklet
2. Prepare an item using one method of food
preservation Week 9



CONTENT- TERM 2 WEEK OBJECTIVES TASK/ASSIGNMENT DUE DATE
Product Development 10 1. Define the term product development

2. Identify and explain the stages of product
development

3. Develop a new product

1. Work sheet on Food Preservation Week 10

11 1. Develop a new product from one of the recipe in
their collection

1. Develop a new product through recipe
modification

2. Home work: Research on the importance of
packaging and labeling.
Collect and take to class 5 labels from food items

Week 11

Week 12
Packaging and Labelling 12 1. State reasons for packaging food items

2. Explain the types of packaging
3. Discuss the procedures to follow when packaging

food items
4. State the information on a food label

1. Quiz on Product development, packaging and
labeling
2. Create label for the product develop

Week 12

Revision and test 13 1. Answer test questions on topics covered with 80 %
accuracy

1. Test Week 13

Week, Activities and Due date are subjected to change without prior notice.




